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Introduction
Implicitly or explicitly, productivity measurement has long been linked to the national accounts.
National accounts data have constituted the key source for the components of productivity statistics –
measures of the volume of outputs produced and the volume of inputs used in an economy, a sector or an
industry. The 1993 System of National Accounts acknowledged the link to productivity measures but in a
cursory way only and with reference to measures of labour productivity rather than multi-factor
productivity.
A particular conceptual gap was the absence of the notion of capital services. This is the idea that
there is not only a flow of labour services and intermediate inputs but also a flow of capital services into
production. This flow can be measured as an integral part of the national accounts, very much in the same
way as labour (at least in its simplified measure of hours worked) has long made its way into the national
accounts. The 2008 System of National Accounts (2008 SNA, United Nations et al. 2009)) made a decisive
step by recognising capital services as an integral element in the new system of national accounts, thereby
opening the way for fully articulated sets of output, input and productivity statistics2.
In so doing, the SNA as an official accounting standard follows a path that has long been pursued by
the
academic
community.
Landmarks
of
these
efforts
include
Kendrick
(1961),
Christensen and Jorgenson (1973), and Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987). More recently, Jorgenson
and Landefeld (2006) have presented a prototype system that integrates the U.S. national income and
product accounts with productivity statistics generated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and balance
sheets produced by the Federal Reserve Board. Jorgenson and Landefeld’s prototype system describes the
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accounting relations at the aggregate level of the economy and for the main institutional sectors. The
prototype system has been updated by Jorgenson (2009b)
Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987) provide the framework for industry-level productivity
accounts and their link to aggregate measures of productivity change. Fraumeni, Harper, Powers, and
Yuscavage (2006) take this discussion forward and show how industry and productivity accounts in U.S.
statistical agencies can be integrated into a consistent set. Disaggregating the production account by
industrial sector requires an integrated system of input-output accounts and accounts for gross product
originating by industry, described by Lawson, Moyer, Okubo, and Planting (2006), and Moyer, Reinsdorf,
and Yuskavage (2006). Donahoe, Morgan, Muck, and Stewart (2010) present data for the U.S. system of
industry accounts for 1998-2008 on the basis of the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS).
Our own contribution builds on this work and adds to it in two ways. First, we set out an integrated
system of industry and economy-wide productivity accounts in compliance with 2008 SNA accounting
standards. The reference to the terminology and concepts of the 2008 SNA should encourage researchers
and statistical offices to develop industry and aggregate productivity accounts as they implement the new
standard. Since we limit ourselves to the boundaries and conventions of the 2008 SNA, this puts us at
variance with Jorgenson and Landefeld’s (2006) prototype accounting system in the treatment of consumer
durables and in capital service measures for government-owned assets.
Our second contribution consists in linking and interpreting two variants of Jorgenson’s (1966)
production possibility frontier. We show how aggregate productivity measures defined under both variants
relate to each other and to measures of industry-level productivity growth. A particular point in this
context, noted by other authors as well, arises from the existence of taxes on products that drive a wedge
between the total value of outputs and the total value of inputs. We deal with this wedge by treating taxes
as the price of a fixed input and show how it can be taken into the account in the de-composition of
economy-wide productivity growth.
The Canadian Productivity Accounts, published by Statistics Canada, provide a leading example of
productivity accounts integrated with a system of national accounts.3 The industry accounts are based on
NAICS and incorporate a time series of input-output tables for the period 1961-2007. The input-output
tables are integrated with the expenditure side of the Canadian System of National Accounts4 and these
tables are consistent with measures of capital and labour inputs, as well as multifactor productivity.5 Since
2007 Statistics Netherlands has published a system of industry-level productivity accounts that is
integrated with system of national accounts for The Netherlands.6 Statistical agencies in Australia,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, and Italy also publish industry-level productivity statistics within the
framework of the national accounts.
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Industry-level: accounting relationships
We start by setting out the accounting relationships at the industry level, i.e., for a set of producing
units (for instance, establishments) grouped by their primary activity along an industry classification such
as the International Standard Industry Classification or the North American Industry Classification.
Establishments produce one or more products but their primary product determines the allocation to a
particular industry. We consider a set of NJ different industries, a set of NI products that are produced
domestically or imported from abroad. On the output side of the production account of industry j one has
the sum over the value of all outputs produced, the value itself being the product of the prices and
quantities of each product. In the national accounts, output is valued at basic prices, excluding taxes raised
on products sold but including any subsidies received by the producer.
On the input side of the industry production account one finds the value of intermediate products
entering production and value added, itself composed of compensation of employees, gross operating
surplus (profits), mixed income (the income of self-employed persons) and taxes that are raised on
production. Intermediate inputs can either be purchased from other industries in the country or can be
imported from abroad. The valuation of inputs is at purchasers’ prices, reflecting all taxes levied on these
products and all subsidies paid on these products. More formally, the industry-level production account7 is
then presented as:

~
PjQ j = PjX j + VA j with j = 1,2,...N J industries and

(1)

PjQ j ≡ ∑i I PijQ ij
N ~
~
PjX j ≡ ∑i I Pij X ij
N

VA j ≡ CE j + GOS j + MI j + TPj
where
Q ij :

Quantity (volume) of product i produced in industry j

Pij :

Basic price of product i produced in industry j

X ij :
~
Pij :

Quantity (volume) of product i used in industry j

VA j

Value added (at basic prices) of industry j

CE j

Compensation of employees in industry j

Purchasers’ price of product i produced in industry j

GOS j : Gross operating surplus in industry j
MI j :

Mixed income in industry j

TPj :

Taxes on production levied in industry j

From the first line in equation (1) it can easily be seen that value added equals gross output minus
intermediate inputs. Value added is a measure of primary income that combines labour income, property
income and taxes on production. A crucial step in the development of productivity measures will be the
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decomposition of these income components into a price and a quantity or volume component, of which
more later.
Supply-use tables: accounting relationships across industries and products
The above accounting relationships can be brought together in supply-use tables (also called make-use
tables). Today, an increasing number of countries use supply-use tables as the organising and balancing
framework for their national accounts. The key merit of such tables is that they systematically track flows
of products through the economy, along with the value added generated in their production. As will be
shown below, supply-use tables are also a key element in the construction of industry-level productivity
measures and their links to aggregate productivity indicators. Much can be said about the construction and
methodology of supply-use tables but for the purpose at hand it suffices to indicate that the supply table
shows which industry produces which products, the use table shows whether these products are delivered
to other industries (and if so to which industries) or whether these products go to final demand (and if so,
whether it is the consumption, investment or export component of final demand). 8
The supply table is best presented as a matrix with products along rows and industries producing them
along columns. To domestically produced outputs have to be added imported products QM,i at prices PM,i to
characterise total supply for each type of product9, the sum of each row of the supply matrix. Each
industry’s total production is given by the sum of each column of the supply matrix
Total domestic supply of product i at basic prices
Imports: supply from abroad at basic prices (c.i.f.)
Total domestic supply by industry j at basic prices

∑
= ∑
=∑
=

NJ

P Q ij ; i = 1,2,...N I products

j=1 ij

NI

i =1
NI

(2)

PMi Q Mi
P Q ij ; j = 1,2,...N J industries

i =1 ij

It was mentioned earlier that output (and therefore supply) of products are valued at basic prices
whereas inputs (and therefore demand) are valued at purchasers’ prices, one of the differences being net
taxes on products. To ensure balance of supply and use of products, the value of net taxes on products has
thus to be added to the value of supply.
There is another item that needs to be taken into account, namely trade and transport margins: the
purchaser’s price includes any transportation charges needed for delivery at the required time and place. If
such transportation costs are paid separately by the purchasers, they form part of the purchaser’s price but
not part of the basic price, i.e., the price relevant for the supplier. Transport margins reflect the value of a
service and along with taxes on products they have to be added to the value of production at basic prices to
obtain a measure of total supply of a product at purchasers’ prices. However, as distinct from taxes on
products {Ti}, transportation margins are only re-allocated across industries and their sum remains zero.
The use table starts from total supply at purchasers’ prices which equals total demand at purchasers’
prices and then tracks the destination of each product in the economy. For every type of product (the rows
of the use matrix), the different destinations are shown in the columns of the use matrix: intermediate
inputs to other industries and final demand (consumption, investment and exports), denoted {FDi} in
equation (3) below.
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∑ P Q +P Q
+ ∑ T + TM
~
= ∑ P X + FD
NJ

Total supply of product i at basic prices

j=1 ij

ij

Mi

(3)

Mi

NJ

+ net taxes + transport margins

ij

j=1

i

NJ

= Total demand of product j at purchasers’ prices

j=1 ij

ij

i

for i=1,2,...NI products

Each column in the use matrix further reproduces the industry-level production account as in equation
in (1): intermediate inputs at purchasers’ prices plus value added at basic prices equals gross output at basic
prices. For the economy as a whole, GDP at basic prices is the sum over industry value added at basic
prices. In turn, GDP at basic prices equals final demand at purchasers’ prices minus the value of imports
minus net taxes on products.

~

∑ ∑ P Q −∑ ∑ P X
= ∑ VA
= ∑ FD − ∑ P Q − ∑ T

Gross output minus intermediate inputs

NI

NJ

i =1

j=1 ij

ij

NI

NJ

i =1

j=1 ij

(4)

ij

NJ

= Value added (GDP) at basic prices

j

j=1

NI

= Final demand minus imports minus net taxes

i =1

NI

i

i =1

NI

Mi

Mi

i

i =1

Figure 1 Supply and use tables
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Industry-level volume measures of outputs, inputs and productivity
All the relationships so far have been defined in current prices and are accounting identities. However,
productivity measurement deals with the volumes of outputs, inputs and how they relate to each other and
consistent measurement of volume and price aggregates requires some backing in production theory. At the
industry level, we evoke the existence of a period t industry production function fjt that relates the
aggregate volume of industry output Qj to labour input Lj, capital input Kj and intermediate inputs Xj. More
specifically, fjt is the maximum output Qj producible in period t, given a set of labour, capital and
intermediate inputs:

Q j = f jt (L j , K j , X j ) for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

(5)

The volume of output Qj is itself a function gj of the various products produced by industry j:
Q j = g j (Q1 j , Q 2 j ,...Q N I j ) . More specifically, if gj is the minimum amount of aggregate input10 required to
produce the vector of outputs (Q1 j , Q 2 j ,...Q N I j ) , the set of efficient production possibilities at the industry
level can be represented as
10

For the mathematical properties of this factor requirements function see Diewert (1976).
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g j (Q1 j , Q 2 j ,..., Q N I j ) = f jt (L j , K j , X j ) for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

(6)

The production possibilities sets at industry-level form the starting block for the specifications of indices of
outputs, inputs and productivity. We consider these in turn.
Output
For industry gross output, the first step in volume measurement consists of applying a producer price
index (PPI) to the value change of gross output at the most disaggregated product level. PPIs are typically
developed by product but – at the lowest level of aggregation – not necessarily with an industry-specific
component. It is therefore common practice to apply the same price index across a single row of the supply
table. In other words, the assumption is made that the price change of the same type of product is
independent of the industry where it is produced11. In terms of the present set-up, this implies that the
volume change of industry j’s gross output of product type i between period t-1 and t, is obtained by
deflating the value change of industry output by the product-specific PPI12, Pit/Pit-1:
Q ijt Q ijt −1 = Pijt Q ijt / Pijt −1Q ijt −1 / Pit / Pit −1 .

(

)(

)

Given a set of volume changes for each industry-product combination, {Qijt/Qijt-1} and the production
values for each of these combinations, the question arises which index number formula to choose in the
construction of an industry-level volume index of gross output. Christensen and Jorgenson (1973) were
first to consistently apply Törnqvist or translog quantity indices in measuring the changes in the volume of
output, input and productivity. In terms of the production theoretic set-up above, this means that the change
in the output aggregator gj is measured as

⎛ g j (Q1t j , Q 2t j ,..., Q tN I j ) ⎞
⎟ = N I s Δ ln Q ij for j=1,2,...NJ industries
Δ ln Q ≡ ln⎜
⎜ g j (Q1t −j 1 , Q 2t −j1 ,..., Q tN−1j ) ⎟ ∑i =1 Qij
I
⎝
⎠

(

where sij ≡ 0.5 s + s
t
ij

t −1
ij

) and s

t
ij

≡

Pijt Q ijt
Pjt Q tj

(7)

.

The aggregation weights sijt reflect the share of product type i in industry j’s total gross output. The
translog aggregation formula has a number of desirable properties. In particular, Diewert (1976) showed
that if gj has a translog functional form, and given revenue maximising behaviour of producers, the
translog aggregation formula is superlative in that it exactly represents the shift in gj. Note also that the
translog functional form allows for different degrees of substitution between products produced by an
industry.13 Using translog formulae raises, however, an issue of consistency with current national accounts
11

Note that even if an industry-specific deflator were available for each type of product it would still be impossible to
set up a fully consistent deflation procedure for the supply and the use table unless there is information
about the demand destination of each element of industry-product specific supply. A fully-fledged
information set requires a set of satellite matrices that map the product-specific delivery structure between
industries. This is developed in much greater detail in Chapter 18 of IMF (2004). A similar treatment with
an emphasis on foreign trade can be found in Chapter 20 of IMF (2009).
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This may entail a bias when the actual product composition below the most detailed level at which PPIs are used in
the supply-use tables varies strongly between industries and when component prices below this level
exhibit different price changes.
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The translog functional form was introduced by Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau (1973).
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practice: in concept, both the 1993 and the 2008 SNA favour the use of superlative index numbers the
focus in the SNA is on the Fisher Ideal Index rather than on the translog or Törnqvist index number
formula. This would appear to be a minor empirical issue as it has been shown that the translog and the
Fisher index approximate each other closely (Diewert 1978).
Only a minority of countries actually uses Fisher Ideal index numbers in their national accounts. A
much more pervasive formula is the chained Laspeyres index for volume measures. In the comparison
between periods t and t-1, the Laspeyres index uses period t-1weights only and its results can diverge from
those of superlative index number formulae. We are thus facing a situation where aggregates of outputs
(and inputs – see below) derived for purposes of productivity measurement may differ from the same
aggregates shown in the national accounts. There is no general rule about the quantitative importance of
this difference. If relative prices change little between comparison periods, differences may turn out to be
small. If, on the other hand, there are large shifts in relative prices, the ensuing bias from the use of a
simple Laspeyres-type index may turn out to be sizeable.
Inputs
On the input side, before disentangling price from volume changes, some extra work on current price
data is necessary. It will be remembered that total costs consist of intermediate inputs, compensation of
employees, mixed income, gross operating surplus and taxes on production. While compensation of
employees is without doubt a payment for labour services, and while gross operating surplus will largely or
entirely reflect payment for capital services, this is less clear for mixed income and for taxes on production.
Mixed income being essentially the income of self-employed persons, some of it will be compensation of
labour services and some will be compensation of capital services. A common method is to assume that
average remuneration of the self-employed in an industry equals the average remuneration of other
workers of similar qualification in the same industry14. Similarly, taxes on production have to be allocated
to either labour or capital. In some cases this may be possible by examining the nature of taxes (for
example a property tax would be added to gross operating surplus as it concerns structures or land or a payroll tax would be allocated to compensation of employees) but in some cases the allocation will remain
somewhat arbitrary.
Consideration has also to be given to gross operating surplus. A case can be made to assume that all
of GOS is remuneration for capital services but a case can also be made to split GOS up into remuneration
for capital and into residual or windfall profit or loss, in particular if markets are not taken as fully
competitive15. For the present exposition we shall assume that GOS plus any added values from mixed
income and from taxes on production exactly equal remuneration of capital services.
In terms of the notation adopted earlier, we shall denote the value of total labour input in industry j as
WjLj=CEj+αjMIj+βjTPj where αj is the share of mixed income that has been allocated to labour and where
βj is the share of net taxes on production that has been allocated to labour. Similarly, we shall denote the
value of total capital services in industry j as PK,jKj= GOSj+(1-αj)MIj+(1-βj)TPj. It follows that value added
at basic prices in industry j corresponds to the sum of labour and capital income:

VA j = PL jL j + PKjK j for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

(8)

14

See, for example Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 6, or OECD (2001).
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For a discussion, see OECD (2009), Diewert and Nakamura (2007) or Schreyer (20XX).
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In (8), PLj stands for the price of labour input Lj, and PK,j stands for the price of the flow of capital
services Kj. VAj was introduced earlier and denotes current-price value added in industry j. Total costs in
industry j are the sum of primary inputs and intermediate inputs and they equal the value of gross output:

~
PjQ j = PLjL j + PKjK j + PXjX j ≡ TC j for j=1,2,...NJ industries

(9)

Volume of intermediate inputs
Intermediate inputs are an industry’s purchase of outputs from other industries. In our supply-use
~
framework they correspond to cell entries PijX ij for each of the i=1,2,..NI products and j=1,2,..NJ
industries. Intermediate inputs as well as primary inputs are valued at purchaser’s prices, i.e., they include
net taxes on products. This is consistent with an input perspective by producers using intermediate inputs
and constitutes the theoretically correct valuation in productivity accounts16. But the implication is also
~
that, at least in principle, there should be separate deflators for each Pij , a condition rarely met in practice
where often a single deflator is used across entire rows of the supply-use tables. We construct a volume
aggregator of intermediate inputs Xj=Xj(X1j,X2j,...XNI,j) purchased by industry j and apply the same
reasoning as in the case of output aggregation17 to obtain a translog index of intermediate inputs:

Δ ln X j = ∑i =1I sXijΔ ln X ij
N

(

for j=1,2,...NJ industries

)

~t t
Pij X ij

where sX ,ij ≡ 0.5 s Xt ,ij + s Xt −,1ij and s Xt ,ij ≡ ~ t

Pj X tj

(10)

.

Volume of labour input
Neither capital nor labour are homogenous inputs, and measuring labour input by simply adding hours
worked ignores differences in labour quality that arise as a consequence of education, skills, or work
experience.18 Lj should therefore be understood as an aggregator across NL different types of labour:
Lj=Lj(L1j, L2j, ...LNL,j) and the total value of compensation as the sum of compensation across different
types of labour: PLjL j =

∑

NL
i =1

PLijL ij . Here, PLij is the hourly compensation of the i-th type of labour in

industry j and Lij is the corresponding number of hours. By applying the same reasoning as in the case of
output aggregation, the quantity change of labour input can be measured as a translog index of the volume
changes of different types of labour input:

Δ ln L j = ∑i =1L sLijΔ ln L ij for j=1,2,...NJ industries

(11)

N

16

See Jorgenson, Gollop and Fraumeni (1987) and OECD (2001) for details on the construction of industry-level
productivity accounts. Details on the construction of a time series of input-output tables are given by
Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 4.

17

The aggregator Xj is taken as a homogenous translog function in its components and producers behave as cost
minimizers.

18

See Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987), Chapters 3 and 8, and Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 6.
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(

)

where sL ,ij ≡ 0.5 s Lt ,ij + s Lt −,1ij and s Lt ,ij ≡

t
PLij
Ltij

PLjt Ltj

.

The index number (11) can also be interpreted as the quantity index of labour income. The log difference
between the quantity index of labour income and a simple index of hours worked that does not account for
different types of labour quality is an index of labour quality. Labor quality captures changes in the
composition of the work force by the characteristics of individual workers, as suggested by BLS (1993). A
more detailed description of the sources and methods for these estimates is provided by Jorgenson. Ho, and
Stiroh (2005), Chapter 6.
Volume of capital input
For a long time national accounting standards treated labour and capital differently – there was
explicit recognition of a price and quantity of labour input but no such recognition of a price and quantity
of capital input. This changed with the 2008 SNA, which explicitly acknowledges capital services, thereby
permitting a price-volume split of all income components. Akin to labour input, it is recognised that there
are different types of capital services, each proportional to different types of capital stocks. Aggregate
capital input into industry j, Kj combines NK different types of capital stocks: Kj=Kj(K1j, K2j, ...KNK,j) and
the total value of compensation for capital services is the sum of compensation across different types of
capital: PKjK j =

∑

NK
i =1

PKijK ij . Here, PKij is the price of the i-th type of capital services in industry j per unit

of Kij, the corresponding quantity. By applying the same reasoning as in the case of output aggregation, the
quantity change of capital input can be measured as a translog index of the volume changes of different
types of capital input:

Δ ln K j = ∑i =1K sKijΔ ln K ij
N

(

where sK ,ij ≡ 0.5 s

t
K ,ij

+s

t −1
K ,ij

for j=1,2,...NJ industries

) and s

t
K ,ij

≡

t
PKij
K ijt

PKjt K tj

(12)

.

We shall only briefly dwell on the main features of capital measurement, for more detail, the reader is
referred to Hulten (1990), Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 5, OECD (2009), SNA 2008 (2009),
Chapter 20, or Diewert and Schreyer (2009). The first question relates to the construction of time series of
industry and asset-specific capital stocks {Kijt}. For most purposes, these are developed by cumulating time
series of industry and asset-specific investment expenditure, deflated such that they are expressed in
constant quality units of investment. To each investment series, an age-efficiency and retirement profile is
applied that takes account of the loss of productive capacity of capital goods and of their scrapping as they
age. In the simplest case, the combined age-efficiency/retirement profile exhibits a geometric form, i.e., the
cohort of assets loses efficiency and retires at a constant rate. With time series of industry- and assetspecific capital stocks at hand, the assumption is made that the flow of capital services is proportional to
the size of the individual stocks. Proportionality implies that the index of capital input as in (12) can be
interpreted as an index of capital service flows.
The second main ingredient of capital services measurement is the price of these services. Capital
service prices are rental prices and they may be observable when owners of capital goods rent them out to
users for one or several periods of time. Given such data on market rental prices by class of asset, the
implicit rental values paid by owners for the use of their property can be imputed by applying these rental
rates as prices. This method is often used to estimate the rental value of owner-occupied dwellings. The
main obstacle to broader application of this method is the lack of data on market rental prices. An
alternative approach for imputation of rental prices is to extend the perpetual inventory method to include
10

prices of capital services. For each type of capital perpetual inventory estimates are prepared for asset
prices, service prices, depreciation, and revaluation. Under the assumption of geometrically declining
relative efficiency of capital goods, the asset prices decline geometrically with vintage19. For a sector not
subject to either direct or indirect taxes, a common specification for the capital service price PKt is:

~
t
(13)
PKij
= Pijt (rjt + δij (1 + i ijt ) − i ijt ) for asset type i and j=1,2,...NJ industries,
~
where Pijt is the purchaser’s price, at the beginning of period t, of a new asset of type i acquired by
industry j, rjt is the nominal rate of return prevailing for industry j, δij is the constant rate of depreciation for
~
~
asset type i in industry j and i ijt ≡ Pijt +1 / Pijt is the rate of inflation in the acquisition price of new capital
goods between the beginning and the end of period t. Service prices for each class of assets held by each
industry comprise machinery, equipment, residential and nonresidential structures, land and several other
types of natural resources (see the discussion on the scope of capital below). More elaborate versions of the
user cost expression include terms for income taxes and depreciation allowances and we refer to Jorgenson
and Yun (2001) for a more detailed exposition.
In principle, all the terms in (13) are observable except for the rate of return rjt (and the expected rate
of asset price change iijt if (13) is interpreted as an ex-ante term). OECD (2009) provides a discussion on
the various alternatives for estimating these terms. For reasons of space, we only refer to one of them here.
This approach is based on ex-post price changes and computes the rate rjt after equating the remuneration
of capital with gross operating surplus and the capital part of mixed income:

(

)

N ~
PKjt K tj = ∑i =1K Pijt rjt + δij (1 + i ijt ) − i ijt K ijt

(14)

for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

Note two complications in the case of industries with non-market producers, in particular government.
As non-market producers offer their products at a price that covers only part or none of the costs of
production, revenues cannot serve as a measure of the value of output. The SNA therefore foresees that the
value of output is estimated as the sum of costs incurred in its production. Concerning capital
remuneration, no observable measure of gross operating surplus exists so rjt cannot be computed as in (14).
Jorgenson and Landefeld (2006), Jorgenson and Yun (2001) and OECD (2009) show alternatives for
dealing with this complication. A second, more serious issue arises from the fact that the 2008 SNA
recognizes capital services for assets owned by market producers but not by non-market producers. Capital
costs for government producers are solely measured as the value of depreciation, thus ignoring that part of
costs of capital services that reflect the opportunity costs of capital and revaluation:

∑

(

)

~ t t t
P rj − i ij K ij .

NK t
i =1 ij

The asymmetric treatment of assets used in market and in non-market production results either in an
incomplete estimate of capital inputs or in a deviation from national accounts conventions.
Another national accounts convention is the treatment of consumer durables as final consumption
expenditure and not as investment. On conceptual grounds, certain consumer durables constitute capital
goods that provide a flow of capital services, in particular in the production of services that households
produce for their own consumption, for instance washing machines in the process of laundering. For
mainly practical reasons, this production is outside the SNA production boundary and accordingly,
consumer durables are outside the SNA asset boundary. Jorgenson and Landefeld (2006) show how prices
and quantities of capital services for all productive assets can be included in a national accounts framework
and this includes a consistent treatment of consumer durables and government assets
19

See Fraumeni (1997) for the computation of depreciation in the U.S. national accounts and OECD (2009) for a
general discussion.
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Industry-level productivity measures
Having dealt with the measurement of aggregates of inputs and outputs, it is now only a short step
towards the measurement of industry productivity. The starting point is (6) and we define the family of
multi-factor productivity indices of industry j as the shift in the production possibility efficient set between
periods t and t-1, given a reference set of inputs:

π j = f jt (K j , L j , X j ) / f jt −1 (K j , L j , X j )

(15)

for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

Diewert (1976) showed that if the input and output aggregators in (6) are translog functional forms, if
the technology exhibits constant returns to scale and if producers act as cost minimisers and revenue
maximisers under competitive conditions, an exact representation of (15) is the Törnqvist or translog
productivity index:

ln π j = Δ ln Q j − v KjΔ ln K j − v LjΔ ln L j − v XjΔ ln X j

(

)

(

)

for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

(

(16)

)

t
t −1
t
t −1
+ v Lj
; v Xj ≡ 0.5 v Xj
+ v Xj
and
with v Kj ≡ 0.5 v kjt + v kjt −1 , v Lj ≡ 0.5 v Lj

v kjt ≡

t
Kj
t
j

t
j
t
j

P K
PQ

t
; v Lj
≡

t t
Lj j
t t
j
j

P L
PQ

t
; v Xj
≡

~t t
PXjX j
Pjt Q tj

.

This productivity measure is based on gross output and allows for substitution between primary and
intermediate inputs. Productivity growth is thus defined as the capacity to produce a larger bundle of gross
output given a set of primary and intermediate inputs20. Noting that industry value added equals industry
gross output minus intermediate inputs consumed by the industry, a volume index of value added in
industry j, ΔlnVj, is implicitly defined through the de-composition of the volume index of gross output into
a volume index of value added and a volume index of intermediate inputs:

Δ ln Q j = v VAjΔ ln Vj + v XjΔ ln X j or
Δ ln Vj =

1
v VAj

Δ ln Q j −

(

v Xj
v VAj

)

(17)

Δ ln X j

t
t −1
t
with v VAj ≡ 0.5 v VAj
+ v VAj
and v VAj
≡

VA tj
Pjt Q tj

for j=1,2,...NJ industries.

Expressions (16) and (17) can now be combined to yield a de-composition of the rate of growth of
real value added in industry j:

Δ ln Vj =

20

1
v VAj

(v

Kj

Δ ln K j + v LjΔ ln L j + π j ) .

(18)

An alternative formulation of productivity change is in terms of value added and a shift of a primary input function
over time. While the two types of productivity measures can be linked, they represent different
assumptions about technology and, more specifically, different assumptions about the path-independence
of productivity change (see Hulten 1973).
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Total economy productivity measures
The starting point for linking industry-level productivity measures to economy-wide productivity
measures is Jorgenson’s (1966) production possibility frontier (PPF). The PPF relates an economy’s output
of final demand products (consumption, investment, exports) to the set of inputs available in the economy.
The key feature of the PPF is the explicit role it provides for changes in the relative prices of final demand
components. In what follows, we shall present two types of the PPF, each corresponding to somewhat
different assumptions about the economy’s technology.
Value-added based production possibility frontier
We characterise a value-added based PPF as the efficient set of volume measures of value added,
produced by the set of primary inputs labour and capital available in the economy:
(19)

H(V1 , V2 ,..., VN J ) = Z t (L, K )

Expressions (4) and (8) provide the current-price accounting relationship in accordance with (19):

VA = ∑ j=J1 VA j = PL L + PK K

(20)

N

If H and Zt are approximated by translog functional forms, and assuming profit-maximising behaviour
of producers, competitive markets and constant returns to scale, the shift in the value-added based
production possibility frontier ρ = Zt(L,K)/Zt-1(L,K) is exactly represented by the difference between a
translog index of the volume of value added and a translog index of the volume of labour and capital
inputs. The resulting expression is a widely-used measure of economy-wide growth of multi-factor
productivity, originally introduced by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967):

ln ρ = Δ ln V − w L Δ ln L − w K Δ ln K where

(21)

Δ ln V = ∑ j=1 w VAjΔ ln Vj : share-weighted growth of industry value added
NJ

Δ ln K = ∑i =1K w Ki Δ ln K i :
N

share-weighted growth of different types of capital

Δ ln L = ∑i =1 w Li Δ ln L i : share-weighted growth of different types of labour
NL

with

w L ≡ 0.5(w Lt + w Lt −1 ), w Lt ≡

(

)

w K ≡ 0.5 w Kt + w Kt −1 , w Kt ≡

(

PLt Lt
VA

, PL L =

t

PKt K t
VA

)

t

, PK K =

t
t −1
t
w VAj ≡ 0.5 w VAj
+ w VAj
and w VAj
≡

(

)

t
t −1
t
w Ki ≡ 0.5 w Ki
+ w Ki
and w Ki
≡

w Li ≡ 0.5(w + w
t
Li

t −1
Li

)

∑

VA tj
VA t

NL
i =1

∑

PLi L i , PLij = PLi for j=1,2,...NI industries

NK

i =1

PKi K i PKij = PKi for j=1,2,...NI industries

for j=1,2,...NI industries,

PKit K it
for i=1,2,...NK types of capital,
VA t

PLit Lti
and w ≡
for i=1,2,...NL types of labour.
VA t
t
Li
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We follow Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 8, and compute the economy-wide labour and
capital shares wLt and wKt as well as the share-weighted growth of labour and capital input under the
assumption of a single price for a particular type of input, independent of the industry in which it is used.
This is tantamount to a top-down computation without any industry-specific information. The assumption
of a single input price constitutes a benchmark, achievable under full mobility of factors in competitive
factor markets. Below this benchmark will be compared with input aggregates that allow for input-specific
input prices, giving rise to a ‘reallocation’ term. Importantly, the assumption of a single price does not
carry over to the output side – the price of value added is allowed to vary across industries as there is no
reason to assume that each industry produces the same type of value added. Indeed, the industry-specific
price of value added is a central feature of Jorgenson’s (1966) production possibility frontier.
When (18) is inserted into (21), we obtain the link between economy-wide productivity growth as
defined through the value-added based production possibility frontier and industry-level gross-outputbased productivity growth:

ln ρ = ∑ j=J1
N

w VAj
v VAj

(22)

π j + REALLL + REALLK

with

REALLL = ∑ j=J1 w VAj
N

REALLK = ∑ j=J1 w VAj
N

v Lj
v VAj
v Kj
v VAj

Δ ln L j − w L ∑i =1L w Li Δ ln L i
N

Δ ln K j − w K ∑i =1L w Ki Δ ln K i
N

Equation (22) is identical to expression (31) in Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005), Chapter 8, with
three sources of economy-wide productivity growth. The first source is a weighted average of industry
productivity growth rates. Each industry’s productivity growth gets weighted by two coefficients: wVAj, the
industry share in total value added and vVAj, each industry’s value-added share in gross output. One divided
by the other corresponds to the ratio of industry gross output to economy-wide value added, the set of
Domar (1961) weights. These weights sum to more than unity and pick up the fact that productivity
increase in an industry that delivers intermediate products to another industry has both direct and indirect
effects on economy-wide productivity growth.
Two reallocation effects can also be identified through equation (22). They quantify the departure
from the assumptions on inputs required for the production possibility frontier: the first item in the
reallocation terms captures aggregate labour or capital input when aggregation is carried out across
industries, allowing for industry-specific prices of labour or capital services. The second item is aggregate
labour or capital input under the assumption of equal input prices across industries. The reallocation term
will be positive if inputs grow quicker in those industries that pay higher prices for these inputs than other
industries.
Final products-based production possibility frontier
An alternative path towards characterising technology in the economy is to define the PPF as the
efficient set of the volume of final products, produced by primary inputs labour and capital as well as by
imports available in the economy. Note the symmetry of this set-up with our specification of the industrylevel production technology: in both cases, output is understood as deliveries of products to units outside
the ‘sector’, and input is understood as all purchases of products and primary factors of production entering
the ‘sector’. For the economy as a whole, output is the set of final products {QFD}, composed of
consumption goods and services, investment goods and exports. Inputs comprise labour, capital and
imports.
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(23)

h (Q FD1 , Q FD 2 ,..., Q FD, N J ) = z t (L, K, Q M )

To derive the accounting identities in accordance with this specification, we start by expressing the
vector of final demand deliveries – measured at purchasers’ prices in the supply-use table above – in basic
prices. This is necessary because purchasers’ prices reflect an input perspective. In the present
specification, final demand products are considered the economy’s output and should thus be valued at
basic prices (just as value added, the alternative output measure in (19) was valued at basic prices). Let
~
{PFD} stand for the basic prices of final products, PFD for the purchasers’ prices of final products, {TFD}
for the net taxes on final products and {TMFD} for the transportation margins on final products, then the
following relation holds:

{ }

N ~
N
N
FD = ∑i =1I PFDi Q FDi = ∑i =1I PFDi Q FDi + ∑i =1I (TFDi + TM FDi )

(24)

Expression (4) can now be employed to relate the value of final demand to value added and to the set
of primary inputs:

FD = ∑ j=J1 VA j + ∑i =1I Ti + ∑i =1I PMi Q Mi
N

N

(25)

N

PFDi Q FDi + ∑i =1I (TFDi + TM FDi ) = ∑ j=J1 VA j + ∑i =1I Ti + ∑i =1I PMi Q Mi and
NI
N
N
N ~
N
P Q = ∑i =1K PKi K i + ∑i =1L PLi L i + ∑i =1I PMi Q Mi + ∑i =1I TDXi
i =1 FDi FDi

∑
∑

NI

N

N

N

N

i =1

Where

∑

NI
i =1

TDXi ≡ ∑i =1I Ti − (TFDi + TM FDi + TMi + TM Mi )
N

In the last line of (25) we used (20) to express economy-wide value added as the sum of payments to
capital and labour and we used TDX as a shorthand for the product taxes and transport margins on domestic
intermediate products: TDX equals total taxes on products plus transportation margins minus taxes and
transportation margins on final demand products (TFD+TMFD) minus taxes and transportation margins on
imports (TM+TMM). Imports are considered an input in the present set-up of the production possibility
frontier and hence have to be valued at purchasers’ prices. The third line in expression (25) is the
accounting identity at current prices that corresponds to the PPF (24).
However, a comparison of the input side of the production possibility frontier with the accounting
relationship (25) shows that the tax term TDX has no quantity correspondence as an input into production.
To deal with this cost item, we re-define the production possibility frontier with an additional fixed input21
whose quantity is equal to one and whose price is equal to TDX:

h (Q FD1 , Q FD 2 ,..., Q FD, N J ) = ~z t (L, K , Q M ,1)

(26)

We are now ready to formulate the measure of productivity growth that corresponds to this
z t are
characterisation of technology. Applying the same reasoning as before, we find that if h and ~
approximated by a translog functional form, and if we assume profit-maximising behaviour of producers,
competitive markets and constant returns to scale in the final products-based PPF, the productivity shift
Π = ~z t (L, K , Q M ,1) / ~z t −1 ( L, K , Q M ,1) is exactly represented by the difference between a translog index of
21

See Diewert and Nakamura (2007) for a more formal demonstration of this technique in the context of a cost
function and as a way to deal with decreasing returns to scale.
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the rate of change of final products and a translog index of the volume of labour, capital, imported inputs
and one fixed input.

ln Π = Δ ln Q FD − v L Δ ln L − v K Δ ln K − v M Δ ln Q M where

Δ ln Q FD = ∑ j=1 sFDi Δ ln Q FDi :
NI

(27)

share-weighted growth of final products

with

(

)

t
t −1
t
≡
sFDi ≡ 0.5 s FDi
+ s FDi
, s FDi

t
t
PFDi
Q FDi
FD t

(

)

PLt Lt

(

)

PKt K t

(

)

v L ≡ 0.5 v Lt + v Lt −1 , w Lt ≡
v K ≡ 0.5 v Kt + v Kt −1 , v Kt ≡
t
t −1
v M ≡ 0.5 v M
+ vM

FD

t

t

,

FD
~ t
PMt Q M
t
, vM ≡
FD t

for i=1,2,...NI products

PL L = ∑i =1L PLi L i , PLij = PLi for j=1,2,...NI industries
N

PK K = ∑i =1K PKi K i PKij = PKi for j=1,2,...NI industries
N

PM Q M = ∑i =1I PMi Q Mi
N

As a final step, we shall now link the economy-wide productivity growth rate Π based on a final
demand concept to the economy-wide productivity growth rate ρ based on value added and via ρ to the
rates of industry-level productivity growth ρj (j=1,2,...Nj). This is achieved by using the expression for
value added based productivity growth (21), inserting it into (27) and collecting terms:

ln Π = v VA ln ρ + VAL + INDEX where
N w
ln ρ = ∑ j=J1 VAj π j + REALLL + REALLK
v VAj

(28)

and
t
t −1
t
); v VA
v VA = 0.5(v VA
+ v VA
=

VA t
FD t
N
VAL ≡ sFD Δ ln Q FD − sM Δ ln Q M − ∑ j=J1 w VAj v VA Δ ln Vj
INDEX ≡ ∑i =1L (w Li v VA − v L )Δ ln L i + ∑i =1K (w Ki v VA − v K )Δ ln K i
N

N

Equation (28) shows that economy-wide productivity growth ln Π is the sum of the following
components:
•

a share-weighted average of industry-level productivity growth ln πj. The composite
share v VA w VAj / v VAj for each industry is best interpreted by looking at the ratio of the same
t
t
t t
VA t VA j VA j Pj Q j
.
/
=
FD t VA t Pjt Q tj FD t
Thus, each industry’s rate of productivity growth enters the economy-wide productivity
change with a weight that reflects the industry’s gross output in relation to economy-wide
final demand. This is a different version of a system of Domar weights, scaled up from the
Domar weights that provided the link between the set of {πj} and the value-added based
productivity measure in (22);

t
t
t
shares when not averaged over two periods: v VA
w VAj
/ v VAj
=
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•

two reallocation terms REALLL and REALLK described earlier;

•

a valuation effect VAL: this valuation effect arises from the presence of taxes on products
and transportation margins that drives a wedge between the growth rate of GDP at purchasers
prices, measured from the expenditure side of the accounts ( sFD Δ ln Q FD − sM Δ ln Q M ) and
the growth rate of economy-wide value-added at basic prices (

•

∑

NJ
j=1

w VAj v VA Δ ln Vj );

an index number effect INDEX that is a simple consequence of the fact that ratios of
arithmetic averages are not equal to arithmetic averages of ratios. Indeed, had Fisher ideal
indices been employed for the derivations above, this term would be identically zero. Because
Fisher and translog indices approximate each other, this effect is likely to be small in practice.

Total economy and industry-level productivity and the U.S. national accounts.
To illustrate the concepts presented in this paper we give prototype total-economy and industrylevel production accounts for the U.S. National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs) for the period
1960-2007. To simplify the presentation we focus on the value-added based production possibility frontier
and industry-level gross-output-based productivity growth presented in (22) above.22 We have sub-divided
the time period at 1995 and 2000 to focus on the IT investment boom of 1995-2000, which ended with the
dot-com crash of 2000.
We define the contribution of an industry to U.S. economic growth as the growth rate of real
value added in the industry, weighted by the share of the industry in the GDP. Table 1 gives the
contributions of eight major industry groups to economic growth during the period 1960-2007. Table 2
presents the underlying growth rates and shares in nominal GDP for all eight groups. The contributions of
six of these groups increased during the IT investment boom of 1995-2000, relative to the period 19601995, while the contributions of seven groups decreased during the period of slower growth following the
dot-com crash of 2000.
The prices of capital inputs are essential for assessing the contribution of IT equipment and
software to economic growth. This contribution is the relative share of IT equipment and software in the
value of output, multiplied by the rate of growth of IT capital input. A substantial part of the growing
contribution of capital input in the U.S. can be traced to the change in composition of investment
associated with the growing importance of information technology. The contributions of college-educated
and non-college-educated workers to U.S. economic growth is given by the relative shares of these workers
in the value of output, multiplied by the growth rates of their hours worked.
Table 1 shows that the growth of productivity was far less important than the contributions of
capital and labour inputs as sources of U.S. economic growth for the period 1960-2007. Productivity
growth accounts for just under eleven percent of U.S. economic growth, considerably less than the fifteen
percent of growth for 1945-1965 estimated by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967). The contribution of capital
input accounts for 53 percent of growth during the period 1960-2007, while labour input accounts for 36
percent.
In the Domar (1961) weighting scheme the productivity growth rate of each industry is weighted
by the ratio of the industry’s gross output to aggregate value added. A distinctive feature of Domar weights
22

This illustration employs the 65-sector classification of industries based on NAICS and presented in the NIPAs. A
detailed breakdown of the IT-producing sectors is provided by Jorgenson, Ho, and Samuels (2010). This is
essential for analyzing the economic impact of information technology.
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is that they sum to more than one, reflecting the fact that an increase in the rate of growth of the industry’s
productivity has two effects. The first is a direct effect on the industry’s output and the second an indirect
effect via the output delivered to other industries as intermediate inputs. The rate of growth of aggregate
productivity (22) also depends on the reallocations of capital and labour inputs among industries.
Table 3 gives the decomposition of the rate of growth of productivity presented in Table 1 above.
The Domar-weighted sum of industry productivity growth rates for the period 1960-2007 is 0.34 percent,
the same as the aggregate productivity growth rate in Table 1. The positive reallocation of capital input of
precisely offsets the negative reallocation of labor input. We conclude that the industry-level rates of
productivity growth are the main sources of aggregate productivity growth over long periods of time, as
shown by Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987), Chapter 9. For the relatively short sub-periods of 19952000 and 2000-2007, the reallocations are quantitatively significant and are not mutually offsetting.
Table 4 gives contributions of the 65 individual industries to aggregate value added, using valueadded weights, and productivity growth for the total economy, using Domar weights. Real estate,
wholesale trade, and retail trade are the largest contributors to value added, reflecting their large shares in
value added. The computer and electronic products industry is a major contributor to both value added and
productivity growth, despite its relatively modest share in value added and its small Domar weight. Table 5
gives contributions of these industries to aggregate growth of IT- and Non-IT capital input and College and
Non-College workers.
Conclusions
By recognizing capital services as an integral element the 2008 SNA has cleared the way to
incorporation of productivity into systems of national accounts This resolves long-standing controversies
and has led to a very significant convergence of views. The OECD (2009) Manual on Measuring Capital
provides detailed methodology for the construction of measures of capital services, using data available
from the national accounts. This complements the OECD (2001) Manual on Measuring Productivity,
presenting the methodology for constructing productivity statistics at the industry and economy-wide
levels.
Incorporation of industry-level and total economy measures of productivity into the national
accounts has the advantages of international standardization that have long accrued to measures of output
and income. Statistical offices, led by Canada and The Netherlands and including Australia, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, and Italy, are producing official industry-level and total-economy estimates of
productivity within the framework of the national accounts. Standardization rests on an extensive body of
conceptual and empirical research. We have contributed to this effort by setting out a system of
productivity accounts within the framework of the 2008 SNA.
Jorgenson, Ho, and Samuels (2010), the EU (European Union) KLEMS (capital, labor, energy,
materials, and services) project described by O’Mahony and Timmer (2009), and the studies presented in
Jorgenson (2009a), The Economics of Productivity, have presented industry-level data on productivity
within the framework of national accounts. The EU KLEMS study was completed on June 30, 2008. This
landmark study presents productivity measurements for 25 of the 27 EU members, as well as Australia,
Canada, Japan, and Korea, and the U.S.23 Efforts are underway to extend the EU KLEMS framework to
important developing and transition economies, including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, India,
Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, Turkey, and Taiwan.24
23

For current information on the participating countries, see the EU KLEMS website at http://www.euklems.net/.

24

Additional information is available on the World KLEMS website at http://www.worldklems.net/.
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